Gmc motorhome 23

Make GMC. The tires are newer and all visible surfaces, including the leather, flooring, and dash
are in excellent condition per seller. No pets, no smoking, and no young children. This one will
not disappoint. Bring all respectable offers. She is also equipped with a General Motors engine
that has 23, miles as of October Reason for selling is no longer has time to enjoy. Model This
GMC was fully refurbished inside and out, turn key, new tires, new professional paint job,
updated interior, has a beautiful blue and gold Zip Dee Awning, Alcoa Rims with Spare Tire in
rear, has air bag suspension. This 23ft model is the most sought after by many RV enthusiasts,
due its maneuverability and great ride. I thank you for looking at my listing Make GMC
Motorhome. It has a salvage title. All the seats, appliances, plumbing, Things like suspension,
brakes, radiator, hoses, bags, It also had an Oil and filter change recently. Stock Runs great,
just was serviced with new battery, many upgrades done. This Class A is located in Folsom,
California and is in need of some work. She is also equipped with a General Motors engine that
has , miles. This was the first and only motor home to be entirely conceptualized, designed, and
built exclusively as a motor home by a major automotive manufacturer. The front wheel drive,
lowered chassis and the integrated wrap around body were all features that made this motor
home unique. The design at the time was one of General Motors most protected secrets. The
cutting edge aerodynamic body is still recognized as one of General Motors greatest
achievements. The vehicle was built for speed, comfort, and durability. The engine was the
cubic inch used in the Oldsmobile of the day it has been upgraded to a Throttle Body Injection
System to increase efficiency and gas mileage. The disc brakes up front and airbag suspension
made for great handling and comfort. It was available in either a 23 or 26 foot length. This GMC
is the rare 23 foot long vehicle. The advantage of the smaller length is evident in the handling
and top speed for long road trips on the open road. This motor home has undergone an
extensive restoration. The roof air conditioner is less than 2 years old with little running time on
it. The exterior was painted less than two years ago. Full leather captain chairs, dual
refrigerators, surround sound, and a flat screen satellite T. Cummins generator bought in with
only The vehicle is ready to be jumped in and driven anywhere with confidence, put this motor
home in a class of its own. It's has the same drivetrain as an Oldsmobile Toronado, it does run.
It has 64, miles. The last time it was driven was 11 months ago for a test drive with a potential
buyer. It has all of the original manuals and has all the mechanical paperwork. We bought the
RV in The carpet, curtains, sink, and some woodwork has been replaced in the last 7 years. The
engine was rebuilt in It has a engine, FWD. The generator works. There is some water damage in
the very back. The canopies do come out on both sides. Pictures are attached. Model MH. Right
side passenger windshield has a small rock chip. Big Storage pod on top of unit, built in ladder
and side rails to carry additional supplies on roof Snap on windshield cover Back bumper has
custom built-in storage compartments. There are minor scuffs, scratches and signs of normal
wear and aging, overall the motorhome is in great condition and very Clean. Needs A Good
Cleaning "General Information: This plate is issued to a vehicle that is maintained as a
collector's item and is at least 25 years old at the time of application, a vehicle sanctioned as a
vehicle of special interest by an established organization that provides for recognition, or is a
street rod as defined by ORS This plate is also issued to a vehicle that is a racing activity
vehicle as defined in Oregon law. Vehicles may only be used for exhibitions, parades, club
activities and similar uses". Model 26'. We have paper records going back 23 years of its
pampered life. This Glacier is ready to give you years of enjoyment. You can take off today and
go cross country. I have evidence that the speedometer has been replaced, probably twice so
while there are about 84, miles shown, it could be far less or more. The more recent activity
gives you a good idea of the present condition. I can send you a spreadsheet showing all work.
It is the medium blue of the front seats. We added new removable forest motif slip covers in the
lounge area this year. It can be all blue for you! Cruise control works! Mostly LED lighting
inside. The 6, watt Generac generator works occasionally. Making that dependable is my next
project. Parked under cover while we have owned it. It needs a new paint job to add value. But
you can jump into it and drive America the way it is. Model Painted Desert. Has been stored
inside when not in use. Over the benchseat is a row of cabinets installed. Reading lights have
been installed at each end of cadinet For a dining table,we have a long narrow table that plugs
into the floor when not in use itstores in front of the bench seat out of the way givesyou more
floor space Norcold DC 7. Model Birch Haven Glass. New tires less then miles ago. Regular oil
changes. GMC Savana with Explorer conversion pkg. Medallion series exterior; all leather!
Please let me tell you everything I know about it. I bought it lastweek and my rental storage area
will only accommodate a 23' motorhome- not a 26'. So I decided to sell without ever driving it.
The extra 3' in length storage would cost me The previous ownership thing is a real big biggie.
Would you rather buy an vehicle that has had a retired senior citizen owning it or buy something
with 7 or 8 previous owner beating it half to death. The original owner bought it brand new with

miles on it. So basically this is a one owner motor home.. I had it driven to me from Roanoke,
Virginia to Tampa, Fla. The "home" runs and drives beautifully. The first owner did all needed
servicing to it and had many upgrades done to it over the years. I have sworn statements from
that owner that the mileage and odometer showing is correct and proven. There have neverbeen
any issues with the odometer and proves the home has had little use in it's lifetime. That's fine
but the rest of that home has those same That should be a real consideration factor for it. I will
list all the equipment and stated upgrades told to me following this information. I am not sure
exactly what the gallon water capacity is. I guessed at roughly 60 gallons. That's what most of
these size homes have. This is according to the previous owner. I'm assuming that statement is
correct. Please look overall photos and write me with any questions. If I were keeping it forever
the only thing I'd probably do to it to make it lookbrand new is a new paint job. The paint is fine
but a little faded due to it's age. But it does not really need the repaint. A new painting would
make it look brand new like it was in I require a deposit of Do not bid unless you have the funds
to complete the transaction. Just a note- Due to the motorhomes age- your bank or
lendinginstitution will not finance. The photos are allof the home and it's condition. There are no
stock pictures used.. I do have a clean clear title. A note of interest: There is a similar home also
for sale on ebay - that I do not think it is as nice that they're asking 49, There is still another
"RAT" of a stripped out motor home that they want 5, This young couple is considering
thismotorhome as a residence for the two of them to live in. They're paying This is like a small
home to them. All they need to do is get ithooked up to electric and plumbing and they're living
great. In 2 years they should graduate and at This is just undertheir consideration but I wanted
to mention it as an option other than just a transportation vehicle. Thank you very much for
your interest. V8 engine Very Strong Mechanically, New tires. Ask for Tony Do Not email, I have
no computer! Hardly used 23 foot Layton Skyline LT travel trailer extra light. It weighs in at
about lbs or less NADA says and I was able to tow it with a 6 cylinder GMC Safari minivan with a
electric brake control and Reese dual cam weight distribution and anti sway hitch. Weight
distribution and anti sway equipment included. I may also consider selling the van too it has
only 87K, but for now its just the trailer. Inside is like new, brakes are like new, has month old
tires and all the wheel bearings were repacked 2 months ago. Cover also included. Attica, MI.
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Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. While the GMCs and only offered the four
models in both 23 foot and 26 foot using the same model names for both lengths, to 23 footers
were only made as TransModes and none were upfitted by GMC, but by other companies. While
the exterior is the familiar silhouette of the GMC motorhome that we have grown to love, the
interior is not as familiar. The Royale and Birchaven were distinct in styling and beautifully
engineered. Both offered side and rear bat
ford f 250 wiring schematic
ford 58 intake manifold removal
sticky gator
h models which were lavishly appointed with spacious fully-equipped interiors. The kitchen
included double stainless steel sink and optional microwave and food blender. The GMC
Motorhomes front wheel drive, air suspension, tandem rear wheels and cruise control provide a
quiet, smooth and responsive ride. The exteriors of these motorhomes, from to , ranged from
white, gold and then tan. Regarding pricing, the Royale and Birchaven model retail prices were
somewhat higher than the equivalent models of the Palm Beach, Eleganza II and Kingsley. Due
to their interiors they also weighed more than equivalent models. No doubt there have been
changes made to these original coaches, as has happened with many GMC motorhomes over
the years. But the beauty of the solid wood and the creative interiors will be long remembered in
the GMC community. Thank you. Parts Interchange Contact Us Members. Crockpot Prep Sun.
Breakfast Sun. Intro to XF Sun. Parts Exchange Sun. Ice Cream Social Mon. Breakfast Mon.

